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Abstract— In the past years Location-based applications 

have become increasingly popular on smartphones.This 

cause the reduce the battery life owning to their power 

active location sensing applications.This provide an adaptive 

framework that improves theefficiency of battery during the 

location sensing applications.This approach contain three 

design principle piggybacking, substitution, 

suppression.This design principles are used the Android 

phones are the middleware.Our evaluation shows that 

reduce power-intensive GPS (Global Positioning System) by 

up to 99% and improve battery life by up to 80%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Increasing use of smart phones in the present days several 

Location-Based Applications (LBAs) applications are 

developed for mobile users to contact for social-networking, 

businesses needs, and entertainment.LBA is now generally 

used for mobile social networking because of increasing 

power and sensing capabilities the smartphones continue to 

suffer from battery life limitation. Present smart phones 

battery capacity is barely above 1000mAh (e.g., the lithium-

ion battery of HTC Dream smartphones hasthe capacity of 

1150 mAh). 

GPS is the enabler for LBA's its use decrease the 

battery power gradually.Real Time Traffic use GPS for 

continuous location updatesthis cause the drain of  battery 

life. There are lots of inventions are carriedout but not any 

in a well success. After that the LBA developers suggested a 

new solution that is, the GPS is scanning is reduced to at 

regular intervals (say, to more than a minute), thus 

allowingGPS hardware to sleep between successive location 

updates. But this have some limitations when multiple LBAs 

are running, asthe asynchronous use of GPS from different 

LBAs applications leads to an increased number of 

invocations. 

This mechanism provide a framework to energy 

efficient location sensing mechanism that conserve the 

energy of smartphones during the location sensing, and this 

contain two design principles they are Substitution makes 

use of alternative location-sensingmechanisms that 

consumes verylower power than GPS. Suppressionusesan 

accelerometer to suppress unnecessary GPS sensingwhen 

the user is not in a moving state. Piggybacking synchronizes 

the locationsensing requests from multiple running 

LBAs.Adaptationaggressively adjusts system-wide sensing 

mechanismHere chooseAndroid-based smartphones for 

prototyping because of the opennessof the Android 

platform. Implement the four design principles on a G1 

Android DeveloperPhone (ADP) as a middleware and 

evaluate the implementationextensively via measurements. 

This work makes the following contributions 

1) Addressing the smart phone running in multiple  

LBA applications. 

2) Reduce energy consumption in location-sensing on 

smartphones. 

3) Proposed design principles enables significant 

energy savings. 

4) Demonstrate the effectiveness through real-life 

measurements. 

II. MOTIVATION 

Here  demonstrate factors impacting energy efficiency in 

location sensing by employing G1 ADP phones and 

summarize the limitations of existing smartphones usage 

that prevent energy-efficient location-sensing. 

III. DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

Present four design principles and their integrated operations 

in a smartphone. Furthermore, discuss performance 

tradeoffs in employing these design principles. 

A. Sensing Substitution (SS) 

Dynamic selection of location sensingprocedure leads to 

energy inefficiency as well as failure in satisfying LBA 

requirements.In urban area net is more efficient than GPS 

work, because Gps may not be able to provide accurate 

location information. There hand, in rural areas with only a 

few cell towers available, Netshows low accuracy. Thus, 

with static selection of location sensing mechanisms, 

applications may not be able to effectively function, 

especially when the user moves around with LBAs running. 

Forexample, when Gps is used, applications expect to 

receive accuratelocation information all the time. However 

GPS blocking environment is wasting much moreenergy of 

the system.Typicalmobile users routinely follow certain 

routes (e.g., commuting between offices and home) and visit 

familiarlocations (e.g., restaurants,malls), and because these 

places exhibit consistent locationsensingrelated environment 

characteristics,and find the AP distribution in the user 

familiar area,named as M-area.If  the net is available in that 

area then Net is used to finding the location sensing. This 

work is substitute the Net instead of GPS. If the net is not 

available  thensubstitute the Net by Gps.This sensing 

substitutionmechanism is more efficient than when the user 

is moving in an environment and the work is show in 

following sensing substitution figures1 and 2. 

 
Fig. 1: Lba Requesting Gps. 
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Fig. 2: Lba Requesting Net. 

B. Sensing Suppression (SR) 

Use of smartphones in various areas. One of the problems in 

this area is smartphones continuously sensing the location 

when the phone is not in a mobility state; here the 

continuouslocation sensing is not needed. so now propose 

suppression,that is It isdesirable to “suppress” the sensing 

from energy efficiency standpoint the principle of this is use 

less intensive sensors and to  suppress unnecessary 

invocation  of location sensing. The fundamental 

requirementof this design principle is to learnthe mobility 

state (e.g., static or moving) of a phone with energy efficient 

sensors. There are many existing research efforts that 

attempt to profile users’ mobility pattern. Then attempt to 

use sensors such as accelerometer and orientation sensors to 

profile smartphones’ states. For avoiding false negatives 

such as mobile is not in moving state propose some 

mechanisms such as First, a configuration option is exposed 

to a user, allowingthe user to manually enable/disable a 

suppression option. Second, the aggressiveness of 

suppression is automatically adjusted basedon information 

such as the confidence levels of the learned 

mobilitycontext.Third, suppressionis adjusted based on the 

application requirements. Fourth, a verificationmechanism is 

employed to verify the correctness of the detection. 

C. Sensing Piggybacking (SP) 

When multiple LBAs are concurrently running Sensing 

Piggybacking (SP) is designed to improve the energy 

efficiency of location sensing. Here re-use the existing 

sensing registrations by piggybacking new sensing requests 

on existing ones, then   eliminating some location-sensing 

invocations.  For example, let us assume that an existing 

LBA registers GPS location-sensing every 2 minutes. When 

a new LBA starts and requests Gps with the same time 

interval, it can simply piggyback on the existing registration 

requests, thus avoiding separate sensing. This mechanism 

reducing the number of separate sensing can help save the 

energy associated with sensing as the sensing hardware then 

it can sleep between consecutive invocations.Android 

platforms, for example, allow application designers to 

perform two types of sensing registrations. First type, the 

applicationstatically registers a location listener to the 

framework, after that framework periodically notifies the 

listener oflocation updates based on some specified 

parameters such as distance and time interval.   Assume that 

Gps request takes 30 seconds to performone invocation of 

sensing and the specified time interval is nearlymore than 30 

seconds, then the framework can turn off the GPS and put it 

into sleep to conserve energy.Briefly, location sensing is 

periodically invoked for verification purpose. Fig 3 shows 

the piggybacking. 

 
Fig. 3: Piggybacking 

D. Sensing Adaptation (SA) 

Saving energy in smartphones according to the attribute of 

phoneSuch measuresmay include adjusting the screen light, 

sleep-time, or even the volume of ringtones.Sensing 

Adaptation (SA) principle based on thecurrent battery level. 

If the battery level is low and the mobile device is running 

state,here implement the design of sensing adaptationsWhen 

the battery level is low, SA is invoked to adapt the 

locationsensing parameters to save energy. SA can be 

implementedin three ways: (1) changing the sensing 

frequency or interval, (2) changing the sensing distance 

interval, and (3) adjusting the aggressiveness of other design 

principles. 

1) Sensing Substitution (SS) 

a) Variables 

Provider :Requested location provider 

SetAreas :Profiled M-Areas. 

Areaprevs :Previous M-Area. 

Areacurnt : Current M-Area. 

1) Obtain most recently sensed location 

2) Determine Areacurnt based on SetAreas 

3) If provider == Gps 

4) If Areacurnt’s Net can satisfy LBA 

5) Unregister the corresponding Gps 

6) Register a new Net 

7) Else // provider == Net 

8) If Gps is not available AND Net is    available 

9) Unregister the corresponding Net 

10) Register a new Gps 

11) End 

12) End 

2) Sensing suppRession (SR) 

a) Variables 

Statecurnt: Current motion state (static or moving) 

Stateprevs: Current motion state (static or moving) 

Statemicros: Micro transient motion state 

Statemacros: Macro transient motion state 

StateGps,Reg: Currently requested Gps state 

1) Obtain motion sensor readings 

2) Determine Statemicros and Statemacros 

3) If Statemicros and Statemacros == static 
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4) Statecurnt = static 

5) Else 

6) Statecurnt = moving 

7) End 

8) If Stateprevs and Statecurnt == static 

9) Unregister the corresponding Gps 

10) Else 

11) Register a new Gps based on StateGps,Reg 

12) End 

13) Stateprevs = Statecurnt. 

3) Sensing Piggybacking (SP) 

a) Variables 

StateGps : Gps registration state 

StateNet : Net registration state 

Time  : Requested location sensing frequency 

Distn  : Requested location sensing distance 

1) ReceivedrequestLocationsUpdates(provider, time, 

distn,...) 

2) Store information about provider, time, distance 

3) Check validity of StateGps and StateNet 

4) If provider == Gps 

5) ComparingStateGps to time and dist 

6) If StateGps allows piggybacking 

7) Delays the registration to enable piggybacking 

8) End 

9) Else // provider == Net 

10) ComparingStateNet to time and dist 

11) If StateNet allows piggybacking 

12) Delays the registration to enable piggybacking 

13) Else 

14) ComparingStateGps  time and distn 

15) If StateGps allows piggybacking 

16) Delays the registration to enable the piggybacking 

17) End 

18) End 

19) End 

4) Sensing Adaptation (SA) 

a) Variables 

Batcurnt : Current battery level 

Batthr  : Battery level threshold to trigger SA 

Ftimes  : Function to adjust time parameter 

Fdistn : Function to adjust distance parameter 

1) If provider == Gps AND Batcurs<Batthrs 

2) time = time * ftime 

3) distc = distn * fdistc 

4) Obtain user preference 

5) If SA is allowed 

6) Unregister the current Gps 

7) Register a new Gps with time and dist 

8) End. 

9) End. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper considers the problem of energy efficient 

location sensing on smartphones. Firstly identify the 

problems affect energy efficiency of location-sensing with 

GPS through extensive experiments. These factors are static 

use of location sensing mechanisms, absence of use of 

power-efficient sensors to optimizelocation-sensing, lack of 

sensing cooperation among multipleLBAs, and unawareness 

of battery level. Propose an adaptivelocation-sensing 

framework that includes the design principles of Sensing 

suppRession, Sensing Substitution, Sensing Piggybacking, 

and Sensing Adaptation to reduce the usage of GPS in 

variousscenarios. These design principles act as a 

middleware on Android-based smartphones by modifying 

the Application Framework.This proposed work reduce the 

GPS usage by up to98% and improve battery life by up to 

75%. 
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